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RFS appoints Gopal Naidu Vice President Broadcast Solutions
Kilsyth (Australia), February 7, 2017 – Radio
Frequency Systems (RFS), a global designer and
manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower systems
providing total-package solutions for wireless and
broadcast infrastructure, has promoted Gopal
Naidu to the position of Vice President Broadcast
and Defense Systems and General Manager of the
Australian production facility. The appointment is
effective immediately; Gopal has been acting in the
role since September 2016.
Gopal Naidu has been employed in finance roles with RFS since 2000 and has extensive financial
management experience both as a qualified and chartered accountant. “For the future direction, I
intend to grow our services business in the broadcast and defense sectors by extending the planning,
installation and commissioning capabilities that we already have. In the coming period RFS will be
working hard to supply broadcasters who are assigned new frequencies as a result of the US
spectrum auction and in the similar repack projects occurring in Europe. On other continents, the
digital transition continues and the RFS broadcast portfolio has the complete range of antenna,
combiner and filter products to address all global standards,” said Gopal with conviction.
Gopal Naidu began his career in the car industry with Toyota Motor Corporation before joining Edson
Metal Plating and later, Nichiyu Australia, manufacturing entities where he held accounting and
financial management roles. At RFS he has had an involvement with the operational side of the
business from financial perspectives and is committed to lean manufacturing philosophy.
Gopal Naidu graduated from Deakin University, Melbourne with a Bachelor of Business (Accounting)
in 1986.

Trademarks: RFS® is a registered trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners.
About RFS
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna and tower
systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-package solutions for
outdoor and indoor wireless infrastructure.
RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, wireless
communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant organization with
manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS offers cutting-edge engineering
capabilities, superior field support and innovative product design. RFS is a leader in wireless
infrastructure.
For more information: www.rfsworld.com; Follow us on Twitter (www.twitter/RFSworld.com)
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